Show Australia then zoom into the Great Barrier Reef overview
(zooming sound effects)

Zoom into specific arrow point overview, showing focus area
(zooming sound)

Zoom to arrow point then go underwater. Singing fish as well.

Factory pops up (play cash register "ding-ding" noise)
Open pipe (underwater) oxygen green sludge water intake and power station
pumps smoke into sky. Building sound.

Coastal break, Sampang Sound

...
Patrimonio starts to walk towards the factory. (Invisible sound as he walks in) (Footstep special effect while walking)

Patrimonio plugs the factory chimney with a giant cork (cork on glass, squeaking noise)

Patrimonio stands up on his crumple and jumps on the cork.
3

Polio: starts to take apart the power station. (Clanking sound)

5

He makes it into a solar panel. (Tadaa! Noise)